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An Account Analyst with 2+ years of experience in Bank with experience in 
processing of client accounts on a daily basis. Researching and resolving problems 
from internal and external clients. Providing support necessary for line of business to 
meet financial goals, timely and accurately delivering cash and assets as prescribed 
within the department service levels.

EXPERIENCE

${Job_title}
Suntrust Bank - ${Start_date} – ${END_DATE}

 Account analysis serving as centralized point for the closing of wealth 
management accounts, monitoring the process from beginning to 
completion.

 Analyzing trust documents to obtain the necessary information to 
close an account, having detailed knowledge of system coding and 
the implications of that coding when processing cash to and from 
client accounts.

 Reviews work, analyze, &amp; completing appropriate steps in the 
assigned closing process.

 Provides superior customer service to all clients during the closing 
process regardless of size of account or level of difficulty.

 Providing support necessary to our front office partners ensuring a 
&quot;worry free&quot; closing process for them and their client; 
handling calls/emails expeditiously as received to external vendors, 
clients, cta/rta and others as presented.

 Processing outgoing payments via check or cash and establishing 
routine payment processes on the trust system.



${Job_title1} 
ALLSTATE INSURANCE COMPANY - ${Start_date1} – ${end_date1}

 Claims processor who helps deliver a superior customer experience 
while handling the end to end processing of auto claims.

 Performs clerical duties, including data entry, filing paper documents, 
email, calendar management, and word processing.

 Handles claim files (locates/requests files, files paperwork, 
reconstructs missing files, moves misfiled documents, sends to other 
offices, etc. ).

 Retrieves, prints, faxes, or mails supporting documentation to 
vendors or others as directed.

 Receives, screens and routes incoming telephone calls and other 
electronic correspondence.

 Completes all necessary forms, logs documents into the system, and 
routes them to the appropriate parties.

 This is Dummy Description data, Replace with job description relevant



to your current role. In case if you dont need it you can delete it.

EDUCATION

Business Administration
Virginia Commonwealth University   -  Richmond, VA  - ${Period}

SKILLS

SAP, Billing , Customer Service, Data Entry, Email, Inventory, Keyboarding, Office, 
PowerPoint, Typing, Time Management
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